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Deluxe Steamer 

Many estheticians consider the facial steamer the most important piece of equipment in the esthetics 

industry. It is used as part of facial treatments, and is frequently used with oxygen products. 

Warm, humid mist has several benefits including: 

 

Softens dead cells on the surface of the skin so they can be exfoliated more easily. 

Aids in opening pores so they can be properly cleansed. 

Penetrates deep into the pores to soften blackheads and deposits of grease, makeup, and dirt so that the 

debris can be easily removed.  

Causes blood vessels to expand, increasing blood circulation 

Assists the pores in eliminating toxins 

Provides nourishment to the skin 

 

Softens superficial lines temporarily. 

Assists in the penetration of other products.  

Parts/Accessories 

 

 

 

  
Nozzle

Aroma

Cap

Control Panel

(see next diagram)

Fill Port

Handle

Heat Shield

Stand

Tube

Casters
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Leg Up

Leg Down

Stand Connector

Flat Washer

Lock Washer

Bolt

Height Adjuster

Adjustment Tube

Pole Stand

Power

Button

Timer 

Adjustment

Buttons

Vapor

Control

Button

Ozone

Control

Button

Digital Time

Readout

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assembly Instructions 

1. To assemble the stand base, select the two cross pieces (Leg-

Up and Leg-Down). The Leg-Down has a slot at the top and 

the Leg-Up has a slot at the bottom. Slip the Leg-Up 

downward into the slot in the Leg-Down. 

2. Place the flat washer and lock washer on the 4” bolt and set it 

aside. 

3. Slip the Stand Connector (black piece) over the base of the 

Stand Pole. 

4. Slip the Stand Connector (with Pole Stand attached) down 

over the Leg-Up portion of the Stand Base. 

5. Insert the bolt (with washers in place) in the bottom of the 

Leg-Down portion of the Stand Base. Using a wrench, tighten 

the bolt snug. Caution: do not over tighten. 

6. Turn the Height Adjuster (the black ring located at the top of 

the Pole Stand) clockwise to loosen it enough to accept the 

Adjustment tube.  

7. Place the chrome Adjustment Tube inside the Height Adjuster. Press it downward to desired height, 

and tighten the Height Adjuster (by turning it counterclockwise) to hold Adjustment Tube in place.  

 

(Note: To avoid injury, do not stand over the apparatus when doing this. There is a spring inside the 

lower tube and if you aren’t holding the upper tube tight while tightening it, it can fly up and hit you 

in the face or upper body.) 

8. Place the Steamer Head on the Adjustment Tube. Check all openings to make sure no packaging debris 

is inside. 

9. Remove the Steamer Jar from the package, wash it to make sure there is no packaging debris inside 

and no residue that may contaminate the unit.  

10. Place the Steamer Jar Gasket on the Steamer Jar.  

11. Slip the jar up over the heating element and secure it in place with the Retaining Plate.  
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Operations/Precautions 

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY 

 

To reduce the risk of electric shock: 

Always unplug the Deluxe Steamer when not in use. 

Do not use while bathing. 

Do not place (or drop) into water or any other liquid. 

Do not reach for a unit that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately. 

 

To reduce the risk of burns, electric shock, fire, or injury: 

Do not leave the Deluxe Steamer unattended when in use. 

Fill the steamer with water prior to turning it on. 

Do not allow children to operate the Deluxe Steamer 

Extreme caution should be used when Deluxe Steamer is used on or near invalids. 

The Deluxe Steamer should be used only for its intended purpose as described in this manual.  

Do not use attachments that are not recommended by the manufacturer. 

Do not operate the Deluxe Steamer if: 

It has a damaged cord or plug.  

If it is not working properly. 

If it has been dropped or damaged. 

If it has been dropped into water. 

 

If damaged, return the Deluxe Steamer to an authorized service center for examination and repair. 

Keep the cord of the Deluxe Steamer away from heated surfaces. 

Do not use the Deluxe Steamer outdoors.  

Connect the Deluxe Steamer to a properly grounded outlet (preferably a GFCI outlet). 
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Known Contraindications  

There may be other, unknown contraindications for this Product. For this reason, you should always 

recommend that your Client discuss the use of this Product as part of their spa treatment program with their 

health care professional before commencing treatment. Universal Companies, Inc., its officers, directors, 

employees and vendors cannot be responsible for any claims, damages, injuries or expenses arising from 

your Client’s use of this Product prior to discussing it with their health care professional or from 

disregarding the Product’s instructions, and you and your Client agree to hold Universal harmless from any 

such claims. We and our suppliers care about the health and beauty of your Clients. While we make every 

reasonable effort to maintain strict quality control and training standards, every client is unique and spa 

treatments do affect people differently. Unless you advise us otherwise, we have to assume that your Client 

has discussed your spa treatment plan with their health care professional and secured their approval. Doing 

this will make your Client’s spa experience safe and will be supportive of their overall emotional and 

physical well being. After all, that is the goal of us all. 
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Instructions for Use 

Prior to the Onset of Treatment 

1. To fill the steamer with water: 

Turn the Fill Port Valve until the indicator reads “Open”. (Note: You can turn the valve, but you 

can not pull the cap off.)  

Pour distilled water through the fill port until the steamer jar is three-fourths full. The water must 

be above the bottom of the heating elements.  

Close the Fill Port valve.  

After you fill the jar for the first time, inspect the water in the steamer jar to make sure that no 

packaging debris has passed through the valve to the jar.  

 

2. Plug the steamer into an approved GFCI outlet.  

3. Push the Power button. The timer will automatically set itself to 20 minutes. Allow 10 minutes for the 

unit to produce steam. 

4. Timer – The Steamer can be set for a maximum of 99 minutes. Adjust the time up or down by pushing 

the  arrows. When there is 1 minute left on the timer, the digital display will start flashing to 

indicate you are nearly out of time.  

5. The Vapor Button controls the amount of vapor. There are three different settings – Low, Medium, 

High.  

6. Ozone Button – Press the Ozone Button if you desire ozone.  

7. If the Steamer starts beeping and then shuts off, the water level has dropped below a safe level. Allow 

the jar and element to cool off and then add more water. Never pour cold water into a hot jar! It will 

break. 

8. The deluxe steamer has a heat shield between the jar and the front of the unit. This helps prevent burns 

that could occur from touching the steamer jar. 

 

Operating the Deluxe Steamer During a Treatment 

1. After the steamer begins producing steam, set the Timer for the appropriate amount of time needed for 

the client’s skin type.  

 

Normal Time Settings for Various Skin Types: 
Normal Skin – 8 – 10 minutes 

Oily Skin – 12 – 15 minutes 

Sensitive/Dry Skin – 3-5 minutes  

Rosecea or couperose (broken capillaries) – 3-5 minutes  

 

Precaution: You should never turn the steamer on unless the water tank is in place and has water in 

it. Starting the heating element without water in the tank may damage the steamer. 

2. Steam created by distilled water is practically invisible. To guide the steam to client’s face, push the 

Ozone Button. The Deluxe Steamer will produce a small amount of ozone, which has a germicidal 

effect. The small light above the button will be illuminated when the Ozone feature is operating. 

 

Note: Unless the Ozone is turned on, you may not be able to see the steam. Turn the ozone on during 

the last five minutes of the treatment. 
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Note: When the water drops below a safe level, the Deluxe Steamer will cut off. You will have to let the 

steamer cool down before refilling it with water. Then you can resume treatment. Do not add cold 

water to the hot steamer.

 

3. Never position the deluxe steamer so that the nozzle is closer than 16” from the client’s face. If the 

client has large couperose areas or their skin is overly sensitive, you may have to move it farther away. 

If the skin is thick or oily, you can move the nozzle closer to the face.  

 

 

The arm is spring loaded. It has enough tension to hold it in place. The arm can be moved forward 

from an upright position. Do not force arm past built-in stops. It will also rotate left to right 

approximately 60 . 

To move the unit around the room, grab the handle. Do not pull on the Power Cord or the Steamer 

Arm. 

 

4. When treatment is finished, turn off the unit. 

5. Unplug the unit when not in use. 

 

To use the Deluxe Steamer with aromatherapy. 

1. Do not add any oils (such as essential oils for aromatherapy) in the steamer jar. Oils may be 

placed on a felt strip and placed inside the Aroma Cap. 

2. Unscrew the ring that surrounds the Nozzle at the end of the Steamer Arm. 

3. Put a few drops of an essential oil on a felt strip. The amount of oil you use will depend on the 

aromatic strength of the oil.  

4. Tuck the felt strip in the groove inside the nozzle. 

5. Replace the ring and tighten. 

Suggestion: When changing oils –remove the felt strip and place it in a plastic bag, label with the scent 

and put in the freezer for future use. 

Cleaning Instructions 

1. Wash the glass jar every day. Rinse thoroughly. Do not leave any soap residue in the jar.  

2. Wipe the heating element dry every day.  

3. Do not use metal brushes to clean the heating element.  

4. Once a week, the glass jar and heating elements should be cleaned with a solution of distilled water 

and white vinegar (one part vinegar to three parts water). Soak the jar in the solution for 2 –3 hours. 
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Trouble Shooting 

If the Deluxe Steamer is not working: 

1. If the Steamer starts beeping and then shuts down, the water level has dropped below a safe level. 

Allow the jar and element to cool off and then add more water. Alternately, you can add warm water to 

the steamer. Never pour cold water into a hot jar! It will break. 

2. Check the main power plug to ensure that it is plugged in to a working electrical outlet. 

3. If there is no steam, check to ensure that: 

The steamer jar is filled to the proper level. 

The water is boiling and no leaks are present. If there are no leaks and the water is boiling, steam 

is probably being emitted. You just can’t see it. Turn on the Ozone lamp to make the steam more 

visible. If you still can’t see steam, check the Ozone Lamp to see if it is burning. If it is not 

burning, it will need to be replaced. 

 

4. If the ozone doesn’t work properly, check to ensure that: 

The ozone switch is in the “On” position. (The switch LCD will be lighted when it is on.) 

The ozone bulb is burning steadily. If operating properly, there will be a constant pale blue light 

inside the steamer arm. 

If the Ozone Lamp is not burning, replace it. 

5. If there is leaking around the jar, check the steamer jar and gasket: 

Gasket 

Check to see that the gasket is properly positioned.  

If the gasket is properly positioned, make sure it is not deteriorating, worn out, cut, or torn. 

 If the gasket is deteriorating, replace it. 

Jar 

Check the jar to see if it is fractured or if there are chips around the edge of it. 

If the jar is fractured or chipped, discontinue use immediately and replace. 

Note: Tighten the knob on the retaining arm assembly to achieve a good seal between the gasket and 

the steamer jar. 

6. If the steamer is spitting from the steam nozzle, check to ensure that: 

The nozzle is not obstructed. 

The steamer jar is not overfilled. 

There is no contamination in the water. If the water appears contaminated:  

Discard the water in the steamer jar. 

Clean all parts of the steamer jar assembly (element, gasket, jar, etc.) with a non-foaming 

cleanser (vinegar and water solution) 

7. If water is boiling out of the fill cap: Immediately discontinue use and call technical services at 1-800-

558-5571. 

8. Check the fuse and if necessary replace it with a long 15 amp fuse. 

9. If the Deluxe Steamer is still not working, contact our authorized service center.  
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Parts List with SKU’s  
Steamer jar  CP9066T  

Gasket  

Handle for steamer jar  

Aroma Strip for Steam (3 each)  

Replacement Bulb  

CP9414T  

P20002  

C1003T  

CP9413T  

Fluorescent Starter P9013 

  

 Specifications  

Dimensions   

•  Head Only - 10 5/8” Wide X 10 5/8" Deep 

•  Overall height w/ arm extended – 65 ½ 

•  Height w/ arm in down position – 44 ½ 

•  Overall height in lowest position – 33 ½ 

 

Electrical  

• 110 – 120 V  

• 60 Hz  

• 10 amp fuse  

 

Warranty Statement  

  The manufacturer (the “warrantor”) warrants to the original purchaser that this equipment will be 

free from defects under normal and proper operation for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. 

This warranty covers all parts and labor for that one (1) year period. This warranty shall not apply to any 

equipment that has been subjected to abuse, misuse, and alteration of any type or to any defect or damage 

caused by repair, replacement, substitution or use with parts other than parts approved by the manufacturer.  

The manufacturer shall not be liable for the loss of use of this equipment, loss of time or business, 

inconvenience or any other indirect, consequential, special or incidental damages due to defects covered by 

this warranty or any implied warranty.  

To implement this warranty, contact the dealer from whom you purchased the equipment. If 

necessary, you will be asked to return all, or the appropriate part, of the equipment. If warranted, the repairs 

will be performed at no charge and the equipment returned to you. Unit owner must prepay all shipping 

costs when returning items for warranty service.    

This limited warranty is the only written or express warranty given by the manufacturer. This 

warranty gives you specific legal rights but you may also have other rights, which may vary from state to 

state or province to province. 
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Authorized Technical Service Center: 

Universal Companies, Inc. 

18260 Oak Park Drive 

Abingdon, VA 24210 

Phone: 1-800-558-5571 

Fax: 1-800-237-7199 

E-Mail: info@universalcompanies.com 

  

Updated 1/23/18
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